COLOR MATCHING COMPETITION

Find a bag that corresponds to the spectrum below!

Correct color: MAUVE
Guesses: 4
Correct: 1
Other guesses: Brown, red, dark blue

Find a bag that corresponds to the spectrum below!

Correct color: PINK
Guesses: 2
Correct: 0
Other guesses: Brown, ocher
COLOR MATCHING COMPETITION

Find a bag that corresponds to the spectrum below!

**Correct color: RED**

Guesses: 8  
Correct: 4  
Other guesses: Pink, brown, orange

Find a bag that corresponds to the spectrum below!

**Correct color: LIGHT GREEN**

Guesses: 3  
Correct: 0  
Other guesses: Pink, brown, orange
COLOR MATCHING COMPETITION

Find a bag that corresponds to the spectrum below!

Correct color: DARK GREEN

Guesses: 5
Correct: 0
Other guesses: Red

COLOR MATCHING COMPETITION

Find a bag that corresponds to the spectrum below!

Correct color: OCHER

Guesses: 1
Correct: 0
Other guesses: Orange
COLOR MATCHING COMPETITION

Find a bag that corresponds to the spectrum below!

Correct color: ORANGE
Guesses: 4
Correct: 3
Other guesses: Red

SCIA bag 7

Find a bag that corresponds to the spectrum below!

Correct color: TURQUOISE
Guesses: 3
Correct: 1
Other guesses: Dark green, blue

SCIA bag 8
COLOR MATCHING COMPETITION

Find a bag that corresponds to the spectrum below!

Correct color: DENIM BLUE
Guesses: 3
Correct: 0
Other guesses: Mauve

Find a bag that corresponds to the spectrum below!

Correct color: BLUE
Guesses: 4
Correct: 0
Other guesses: Mauve
COLOR MATCHING COMPETITION

Find a bag that corresponds to the spectrum below!

Correct color: DARK BLUE
Guesses: 3
Correct: 0
Other guesses: Black, brown

COLOR MATCHING COMPETITION

Find a bag that corresponds to the spectrum below!

Correct color: VIOLET
Guesses: 5
Correct: 0
Other guesses: Pink, mauve, ocher
COLOR MATCHING COMPETITION

Find a bag that corresponds to the spectrum below!

Correct color: BROWN
Guesses: 5
Correct: 1
Other guesses: Red

COLOR MATCHING COMPETITION

Find a bag that corresponds to the spectrum below!

Correct color: GRAY
Guesses: 4
Correct: 2
Other guesses: Brown, turquoise
COLOR MATCHING COMPETITION

Find a bag that corresponds to the spectrum below!

Correct color: BLACK
Guesses: 1
Correct: 0
Other guesses: Red

SCIA 2005 BAG COLORS

In total 55 guesses, of which 12 correct = 22 %

black
orange
gray
violet
pink
dark green
mauve
blue
denim blue
dark blue
light green
red
ocher
turquoise
brown